**WHY SHOULD YOU CONSIDER NETAPP HCI?**

As organizations strive to build a next-generation data center strategy where agility, scale, and automation are critical, many are turning to NetApp hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI).

**OVERCOME YOUR DATA CENTER CHALLENGES**

NetApp HCI is helping organizations overcome key IT challenges and get past the limitations of previous generations of hyperconverged infrastructure.

**CHALLENGE:** MIXED WORKLOADS

**WITH NETAPP HCI, YOU CAN...**
Consolidate all workloads onto one solution without worrying about a 'noisy neighbor'.

**CHALLENGE:** AUTOMATING IT OPERATIONS

**WITH NETAPP HCI, YOU CAN...**
Automate many deployment steps and routine tasks to eliminate user error.

**CHALLENGE:** INTELLIGENT SCALING

**WITH NETAPP HCI, YOU CAN...**
Scale in ways that don't force you to strand resources and throttle performance.

**CHALLENGE:** PROVIDING MORE IT VALUE

**WITH NETAPP HCI, YOU CAN...**
Integrate with NetApp Data Fabric to harness the power of your data across any cloud.

**HCI DRIVES BENEFITS THROUGHOUT YOUR ORGANIZATION**

With NetApp HCI, you can consolidate your workloads, scale intelligently, and deliver the performance that your next-generation data center applications need.

- **GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE**
  Meet SLAs and performance requirements of any app or workload.

- **FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE**
  Scale compute and storage resources independently to avoid over-provisioning.

- **ROBUST SUITE OF APIs**
  Integrate into higher-level management, orchestration, and backup/DR tools.

- **NETAPP DATA FABRIC READY**
  Unleash the full potential of your data and create new types of IT value.
NETAPP HCI USE CASES

NetApp HCI opens a new range of use cases for both existing NetApp customers and anyone looking to modernize their data center – from the edge to the core.

PRIVATE CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE
Accelerate self-service and run your private cloud environments at scale with best-in-class components

WEB INFRASTRUCTURE
Address demanding web needs with highly scalable and easily automated infrastructure

WORKLOAD CONSOLIDATION
Run multiple applications and business critical workloads on one solution across your data center

VDI DEPLOYMENT
Accelerate deployment, increase user satisfaction, and simplify scaling in your VDI environment

DYNETEK IS A NETAPP EXPERT
At DynTek, we have many implementations under our belt across a variety of customer sizes and industries.

NetApp Gold-certified Partner
Experience with government, education, healthcare, and commercial organizations
Hands-on experience with both small and large-scale deployments
Expertise in complimentary technologies like Cisco, VMware, and Microsoft

SCHEDULE A MEETING TODAY
To learn how NetApp HCI can support and drive your next-generation data center strategy, reach out today to schedule a meeting with one of our technical experts.

877-297-3723  www.dyntek.com/free-consultation